
 

 

 

Scenarios context 

The worlds and scenarios presented here are stories of possible futures, between twenty 

and thirty years from 2009, based on the research carried out for the Beyond Current 

Horizons programme. They describe possible social and technological changes that might 

take place, and what these changes might mean for education. Each of the three worlds 

describes a different possible future, with its own particular goals, challenges and 

opportunities for educators. Within each world, two scenarios describe different ways in 

which the education community might respond to these goals, and the sort of education 

structures that might arise as a result. 

These different possible futures offer the opportunity to consider assumptions about the 

values, institutions and social structures that affect how education works, and to think 

about the ways in which these assumptions might lead to outcomes that are desirable, 

or undesirable. They are grounded in current social research, though at the same time 

deliberately paint a picture of society with a broad brush, in order to make comparisons 

between them easier and to bring them to life more readily. We hope that these 

scenarios will act as a catalyst for discussion and provoke debate, and be useful tools for 

groups thinking about their future plans, through considering what has been omitted 

from them as much as exploring what has been included here. 

All three worlds have been developed through a consideration of the ways current 

demographic, environmental and technological trends might intersect with different 

predominant social values. In world 1, “Trust yourself”, these trends play out in a world 

where society demonstrates strongly individual values, where people take charge of their 

own lives and the state accepts few responsibilities. In world 2, “Loyalty points”, these 

trends develop in a world where there are tensions between individuals and the groups 

they belong to, where relationships between people, employers and the state are 

managed by contracts and personal reputations are carefully managed. In world 3, “Only 

connect”, these trends interact in a world where people see themselves as members of 

society first and individuals second, where it is recognised that everyone is 

interdependent and risks facing one group are faced by everybody. 

In each of these worlds, there are two ways in which the education system might 

respond to the particular challenges it faces.  The speed and coherence of the sectors’ 

possible response have been considered, alongside its capacity to recognise social 

inequalities and the extent to which it develops skills and attributes that support society, 

and two scenarios produced that each specifically describe a possible education 

landscape. 

Together, they make a set of frames that can be used to examine assumptions and 

beliefs about education and the way it interacts with currents in society and technology. 

We hope that they inspire, challenge, and offer a reason to look at the present-day world 

differently. 

You can read a more detailed description of the scenario architectures, and how they 

were developed, in the final report 2009 here: 

http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/outcomes/reports/final-report-2009/  
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World 1: Trust yourself 
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Changing work and housing patterns have led to an 

increase in mobility as people relocate to regions far 

away from their established communities and social 

groups, shrinking their horizons to encompass only 

themselves and their immediate family group. People 

have been forced to look to themselves for support, 

rather than relying on any wider social structure, and 

have become more used to existing independently of 

others. At the same time, pressure on resources - 

principally water and energy - and the measures put 

in place to mitigate the effects of climate warming 

have constrained people’s lives, and led to an 

increased sense among society that it is better to live within one’s means than to be any 

kind of burden. Taking responsibility for oneself is the preferred response to these 

pressures, rather than looking to wider society or the government for help or solutions. A 

new mood of self-reliance has arisen, and with it the conviction that everyone has the 

right to live their life in the way they want, provided they don’t impinge on anyone else 

trying to do the same thing. 

This affects people’s notion of citizenship and what it means to be a member of society. 

Rather than being based on an idea of what individuals might contribute to society, 

today citizenship is instead centred on an appreciation of what individuals do not take 

from society. Being a good citizen primarily requires the individual to ask for as little as 

possible, and to be as self-sufficient as they can be: being a burden on anyone, state or 

family, is irresponsible and regarded poorly. Individuals should take responsibility for 

themselves and be able to exist without needing support or impacting negatively on 

other people. They are stewards, maintaining their particular part of the planet in a way 

that doesn’t interfere with anyone else. 

One result of this newfound sense of independence is that the state is expected to do 

less. It does not play a part in people’s everyday lives to any great extent, except insofar 

as it creates and maintains the conditions for the exercise of their individual liberty. The 

primary responsibility of the state is to maintain public order and the rule of law, and to 

provide national defences against the threat of force from other states. It has a 

mediating role, regulating when necessary (and not before) in cases of conflicting 

interests or potential monopolies: it has also an administrative role, in that it provides 

the mechanisms to regulate these interests, though this is a mechanism of last resort 

given the reluctance of government to be perceived as intervening on a large scale. 

Discharging even these few responsibilities is difficult. New social attitudes and 

modifications to voting systems have led to a greater number of smaller political parties 

and a larger number of different interests represented at a national level, making it 

complicated for the state to act in a concerted or agile manner. As a result, citizens need 

to take much more responsibility for their own well-being. The provision of goods and 

service is largely privatised, with minimal state support for those without resources and 

no political support for anything that looks like a handout. Private organisations may 

support or sponsor local amenities: however, this support is transient and conditional on 

companies’ other interests, and in general it is up to individuals to ensure their own 

welfare from their own resources and taking preventative measures such as maintaining 

health and wellbeing through regular exercise and good diet. 
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For the majority of people, this is in keeping with their principles of self-reliance. The 

principle of being able to “opt in” to schemes and groups, rather than being under any 

obligation to sign up to anything, is fiercely adhered to, even to the extent that language 

around memberships that are in all practical lights compulsory  is framed in terms of 

voluntary association. When it is necessary to work with other people towards a common 

aim, organisations and associations come together out of self-interest, with strictly 

limited charters. Individuals are part of these groups for only minimal periods, working 

in effect to remove the need for the group’s existence. 

The only group to which this transient attitude does not apply is the family. The family 

unit in this world is central, being in effect the first and last resort outside the individual. 

Family members provide support for each other across generations - parents helping 

children with access to education or a deposit for a house, children organising care for 

older parents - in the understanding that if these responsibilities are not exercised then 

the alternatives may be beyond the resources of many. Societal responsibilities in 

particular belong to the family, rather than the state or other organisations: they are 

accountable for the behaviour of children before the age of majority, with penalties for 

anti-social behaviour falling on family members and debts or other obligations left 

unfulfilled becoming the responsibility of other family members. 

The composition of the family unit is more varied than in the early years of the century. 

Mothers are frequently older, with the consequence in some cases that they are actively 

contributing to childcare for less time. Traditional child-rearing (and bearing) roles, 

however, have expanded, with child-care responsibilities spread across genders and 

ages: this is a reflection of greater numbers of people choosing to exercise their 

individual right to construct their own family groups outside limiting notions of the 

“nuclear family”. Family units constituted around same-sex couples are increasing, as 

are diverse forms of parenthood (surrogacy, donation, adoption and so on). 

These ties and responsibilities are the site of a key 

tension in this world, centred around the obligations 

between parents and children. On the one hand, 

families can act as a valuable source of support in the 

face of a highly individualistic society. On the other, 

the strong sense of personal identity current amongst 

individuals mitigates against their choosing to accept 

these obligations. Some place greater emphasis on 

“kinship” ties and the obligations that flow between 

them, with a broadening of the notion of “kinship” to 

include notions of fostering and adoption, patronage 

or warding. Others feel less obligation to acknowledge 

kinship ties that reduce their mobility and impinge on 

their ability to follow opportunities. The first option tends to be preferred within groups 

lacking resources and capital of various sorts, amongst older people and parents, while 

the second option is frequently preferred by offspring who are currently adequately 

resourced, or by poorer immigrant groups who resent supporting a population of older 

strangers. 

Families are also an important site for informal economies - not just childcare or working 

in the family firm, but places where members can participate in exchanges of labour or 

offer support for entrepreneurial activities, making use of resources that are hard to 
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come by in the wider world. One example of this kind of support is the family data vault: 

cloud computing is perceived as risky and counter to notions of self-sufficiency and 

personal responsibility, and consequently some family groups have invested in secure 

data storage and management located within the home. 

The family is the source of the “family curriculum”, 

addressing long-term values and attitudes towards 

society and the self that aren’t the direct concern 

or interest of any other group (for example, sex 

and relationship education). This informal 

curriculum varies a great deal between family 

groups. The family is also a site of play and 

exploration, valued as fostering the sorts of 

behaviours and habits that support self-reliance 

and independence. Board games and other formal 

rule-based games are used to support group play, 

reinforcing the idea that co-operation can only 

come about when mediated by rules and strict 

processes, but more free and open-ended play and exploration are valued in children as 

demonstrating independence, autonomy and a spirit of enquiry. There is an expectation 

that children should be able to amuse themselves. This is supported by a general 

tendency towards “free range” parenting, with children afforded greater autonomy and 

mobility. A general feature of this world is that children are more readily viewed as 

individuals, and consequently afforded greater autonomy and independence, though 

perhaps at times they might appreciate more support or nurturing. 

Play is important. However, work is more central to many aspects of life in this world, 

with many elements of society previously addressed by the public sector moving to the 

workplace. Many formerly public services are now the responsibility of the individual. 

There is a straightforward imperative to earn money and maintain savings in order to 

live a mainstream or conventional life. Consequently, being in employment of some kind, 

or at least ensuring some form of income, is a vital pre-requisite for existence.1. 

Individual qualifications and accreditation are vital to gaining employment: for those that 

lack appropriate qualifications, employers increasingly accept the chance to examine an 

individual’s personal life stream, comprised of data aggregated throughout their 

encounters with other employers, contact with medical and educational institutions, and 

other personal data that may be relevant to a potential employer. In theory, an 

individual has as much right to reveal this sort of data as they have to keep it private, 

though there are concerns that those without qualifications are more likely to be forced 

to allow employers to assess their character and personal history than others, with all 

the room for discrimination and hypocrisy that entails. However, employers can’t deny 

people their opportunity to work on the basis of religion, gender or other personal 

                                           

1 The idea of being able to work throughout one’s life is not a given. Shirley Dex in her paper “Review of 
future of paid and unpaid work, informal work, homeworking, the place of work in the family (women 
single parents, workless households), benefits, work attitudes motivation and obligation” points out that 
older people are currently having difficulty finding work, although part time employment is already increasing 
in this age group. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/review-of-future-of-paid-and-unpaid-work-informal-
work-homeworking-the-place-of-work-in-the-family-women-single-parents-workless-households-benefits-
work-attitudes-motivation-and-obligation  
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attributes. Equal opportunity in general is protected, in keeping with the dominant idea 

that everybody has the right to try to succeed. Employment law has taken this on, 

together with many other of the unions’ historic concerns. 

Employers are no longer prepared to invest in education “for the common good”, and 

instead reserve their taxes for delivery of skills and educational training to meet their 

particular needs. Training and development thereby become a contractual relationship 

between individual and employer - there is a sense of an exchange between the two - 

and are offered in exchange for commitment and loyalty, two qualities that do not 

otherwise come naturally to people. The new awareness within industry and corporate 

organisations that they must take responsibility for 

ensuring the skills they need to exist within the 

workforce has seen the notion of lifelong learning 

embraced more fully than in previous decades: indeed, 

the understanding that the skills for a particular role will 

be learnt within that role is sufficiently widespread that 

the term “lifelong learning” is little-used, though it 

retains its remedial sense when it is. Education in early 

life, from family and the state, has supported the 

development within individuals of general learning skills 

- it is the responsibility of industry to support the 

development of specific workplace skills, both technical 

or vocational skills and more general management and 

interpersonal abilities.2. 

Working for an employer is not the only way to earn money, of course, and in a world so 

concerned with independence there is plenty of support for self-employment, at least in 

terms of advice and de-regulation: loans and capital are still difficult. Sites of innovation 

and entrepreneurship are highly visible, and since most universities ceased to be public 

institutions, they in particular act as incubators for bringing new products and ideas to 

the market. The rhetoric of “being your own boss” has diffused throughout the 

workplace, with a majority of people in the workforce feeling that they are in charge of 

their work choices, mixing and matching their occupations and acquisition of new skills 

to suit their life choices. For those who would traditionally have been freelance 

consultants, this is little different; for those lower down the pay scale, the return for 

being able to talk about their career in such independent terms is often longer hours. 

The idea of “portfolio working” for many people is frequently less a selection of part-time 

activities that add up to full-time employment than it is a selection of full-time jobs. A 

culture of hard work and self-reliance can conceal overwork and economic hardship. 

There is increased activity within informal economies, a reflection of people’s reluctance 

to involve the state in their lives and a determination to live life on their own terms, not 

mainstream corporate society’s terms. Not everyone depends on money to support their 

chosen lifestyle, with many subsisting on a combination of personal labour and 

exchanges of skills with others. 

                                           

2 The key issues highlighted by researchers that need to be tackled if workplace learning, vocational 
educational training (VET) and lifelong learning are to be better connected and to evolve and improve can be 

found in Lorna Unwin’s paper “Connecting Workplace Learning and VET to Lifelong Learning”  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/connecting-workplace-learning-and-vet-to-lifelong-learning  
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Some support themselves or supplement their primary income by participating in the 

flourishing creative economy. This is a liberal society founded on values that support and 

encourage self-expression, and the creative arts flourish accordingly. However, the lack 

of state support for the arts, and the collapse of traditional media business models have 

created a climate where artists and creators have a very different relationship with their 

audiences and the commercial world. Many different business models exist. Sponsorship 

of artists by individual brands is common and has led to a new form of the patronage 

once enjoyed by classical composers. For others, their art is subsidised by other 

elements of their work portfolio, or supported through directly engaging with a hard core 

of their audience at a grass roots level. Their audiences engage with them in a landscape 

defined by the death of analogue television and the reduced role of public service 

broadcasting. The BBC brand still exists, as a subscription channel and as a content 

reseller repurposing its archives, but the notion of a national broadcasting effort 

intended to “educate, inform and entertain” supported through public subscription has 

vanished. 

The media landscape is more fragmented, with dissemination channels specialising in 

particular themes and interests. This move away from homogeneity is evident in people’s 

consumer choices as well. Shops and products that appear clearly differentiated from 

generic, national chains and offer consumers something that feels unique are successful. 

There is an increasing tendency for those who are able to produce their own food, mend 

rather than replace their clothes and to carry out repairs to property and belongings 

themselves: this DIY culture reflects the importance of self-reliance. Individuals are 

producers as much as they are consumers, turning what might in earlier days have been 

thought of as hobbies and leisure pursuits into something closer to work. Not all free 

time is spent in digital cottage industries: leisure is often as much for retreat from a 

tiring and often bruising world. Solitary sports and pursuits are valued, such as climbing 

or running, and outdoor pursuits are popular, both for the opportunities they present for 

individual mastery and the conquering of nature and for the personal value of 

experiencing the sublime3. 

Education 

Goals and outcomes 

The underlying and fundamental question for 

education is “who am I?” - education is a means of 

supporting an ongoing and continual process of 

becoming for the individual. The aim for all learners 

in this world is to resource themselves at all levels, 

from basic survival to self-actualisation. Learning is a 

route to ensuring individual security through self-

reliance, providing oneself with the skills and 

dispositions necessary to exist and adapt with minimal recourse to support from others. 

Learners are offering more choices to their future selves. For some, this manifests itself 

in the pursuit of basic skills and functional abilities in practical disciplines: for others, 

                                           

3 This whole argument raises the importance of the work-life balance; how can we ensure that it exists and can 
be seen outside of equating family and employment issues? This is discussed in Terence Hogarth’s paper 

“Future Horizons for Work-life Balance“.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/future-horizons-for-work-life-balance  
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their educational efforts are focussed more explicitly on the construction of the self in a 

process of flourishing and becoming4. 

While these general points are reckoned to underpin all education, in reality there are 

three different and sometimes competing groups with a stake in education - the state, 

employers and the family. The state needs to ensure a minimal level of education in 

order to socialise people effectively, and provides this for early years and primary 

learners. The priority is to make sure that people have bought into the values and beliefs 

that underpin society, rather than to provide learners with any particular sets of skills. 

Employers take responsibility for ensuring that the skills they need exist in the 

workforce, developing skills directly suited to the workplace, either through sponsoring 

further education institutions or providing opportunities within their organisations (this 

has replaced what used to be thought of as vocational training). One feature of this 

approach is that it has led to the creation of a vastly expanded market for “training 

wheels” courses and fast-track, modular offerings from educational institutions, in order 

to support gaps within learners’ experiences and to provide the kind of flexibility 

demanded of them by learners shaping their own learning histories. 

The family group is the only one of the three directly concerned with the long-term 

interests of the learner. As well as helping to guide individual family members through 

the education system in a way that results in the most useful qualifications and routes of 

access to employment, families are expected to foster moral values, coping and 

emotional skills and useful habits of mind, such as focus and discipline. 

There is great emphasis on offering learners choice, and as a consequence there is huge 

diversity amongst educational providers. Market competition has led to the creation of 

more specialist institutions of higher and further learning, often funded entirely by 

consortia of industry partners and located within business premises. Outside the 

mainstream of work-related provision, there are many alternative pedagogic approaches, 

some based on historic educational efforts such as Steiner and Montessori schools, 

others based on pseudo-scientific approaches towards learning, still others intended to 

further ideological or cultural agendas. 

These features and goals of education are shaped by the nature of the society described 

above. Below, we present two different possibilities for education in this world. In one, 

the values of the world and the characteristics outlined above have led to an education 

system capable of sustaining itself and wider society in that form. In the other, these 

values and features have given rise to an education system that is unsustainable and 

must eventually lead to change. 

                                           

4 For a broader discussion on the role of schools and education see the paper “Arenas for learning and the road 
to citizenship” by Oskar Lindwall and his colleagues. 
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Scenario 1: Informed choice 

 

The state has gradually reduced its role in many 

areas of public life, including education, in keeping 

with the widespread appetite for minimising 

government. This leisurely pace of withdrawal has 

ensured that the many different providers of 

education have had time to evolve a system of 

education that is able to accommodate their 

diverse requirements. Industry, mainstream 

education providers, universities and sites of 

further education, families and learners themselves have been able to work together and 

let a patchwork learning landscape emerge: all these stakeholders have recognised that 

it is in their own interests to ensure that lines of communication and representation exist 

that allow them to work towards their own ends in awareness of other groups’ activity. 

In particular, the hearts and minds of industry and the commercial sector have been won 

by the argument that training the workforce for the short term is ultimately a short-

sighted approach, and that they are well-placed to foster the development of longer-

term workplace skills, such as those that support good management practice or 

interpersonal relationships. This has been a slow and cautious process, much like the 

process of switching from analogue to digital television in the early part of the century, 

but one that has given people time to adapt and an opportunity to respond, resulting in 

a system well-placed to integrate different and potentially conflicting needs. Crucially, 

this system is able to recognise the equivalences between different experiences that are 

needed for different life careers to be equally valued: this interoperability is necessary if 

people are able to move between different spaces within this patchwork. 

Establishing such a system of mutual independence has been made possible through a 

common understanding of education as a long-term process, one centred on the 

learner’s history and experience. Learning is seen as a process that looks forward and 

looks back along a journey lasting the length of the lifecourse. Running throughout all 

areas of education and underlying the majority of learning encounters is a pedagogy of 

recognition and acknowledgement: the central questions for educators are “What does 

the learner bring? Where have they been?” An individual’s personal history and context 

are recognised as providing essential context for their learning experiences. This 

approach is one that lends itself easily to 

supporting what used to be called “lifelong 

learning”, in that these questions can be as easily 

asked of a teenager as they can be of their 

grandparents. Indeed, it’s understood that richer 

and deeper learning experiences are often 

enjoyed by older people who have amassed more 

experience that can be brought to bear on their 

education. 

The locus of activity and agency is the individual, 

and it is their responsibility to direct their own 

personal learning journey, choosing areas of 

interest, identifying new directions and 

Learning is a bespoke, life-long journey 

Coherent individuals, comprising a 
range of skills, competencies,  
interests and experiences 
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disciplines, selecting the most appropriate forum for addressing their particular learning 

need. However, in this they are supported by mentors from their learning institutions, 

their place of work or other communities who value apprenticing or other means of 

inducting learners into their communities of practice. These mentors are at the heart of 

the decision-making process, ensuring that the choices made by the learner are right for 

them, advising them on the educational offerings that might be available to them and 

encouraging them to consider their future goals and 

see their learning choices as part of a coherent 

educational trajectory. The emphasis on recognising 

learners’ personal and educational histories presents 

risks for those who might be limited or constrained 

by their learning careers to date - mentors have a 

role to play in ensuring that this isn’t the case. 

Paying for mentorship, whether as part of a school or 

as a private tutor, is a burden that falls on the family 

group5. They have an additional role to play in 

delivering the “family curriculum”, using available 

resources and capital: this is often simply an 

informal commitment to passing on values and 

attitudes that the family and wider community feel 

would be beneficial to individual learners, often expressed in an emphasis on the 

“educational” benefit of certain activities. Families have always done this to some extent 

- the difference today is that these activities are much more frequent and the learning 

aims more explicit, reflecting both the greater educational burden placed on the family 

unit and the greater depth to which learning is embedded in areas of life outside formal 

education. Learning is not necessarily a replication of parents’ ideas of classroom 

learning, however: there is a great emphasis on play and its relationship with learning, 

at all ages, with particular emphasis on play’s 

capacity for encouraging autonomous behaviour 

and independent exploration. 

Children especially are expected to be able to 

amuse themselves and to have experienced 

boredom at some point. This is not purely to 

support the development of independent thought, 

but also a reflection of the way children are thought 

of. Childhood is a state frequently idolised as a time 

of innocence and freedom from responsibility; 

however, placing anything on a pedestal is a way of 

avoiding engaging with it, and children are often 

placed in the position of taking responsibility for 

their own lives earlier than they might want. 

                                           

5 The paper “The dynamic relationship between knowledge, identities, communities and culture” by Ken 
Jones looks at the impact of wealth on educational achievement; an issue that is important if it is the family 
that is responsible for delivering not only a family curriculum but the access to educational support in general. 
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/the-dynamic-relationship-between-knowledge-identities-communities-and-
culture  

Learning is a route to self-reliance 
and security, to becoming who and 
what you want to be 

Build a curriculum with your 

mentor that takes account of 
your history & long term needs 
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Whatever the specific context of a particular learning 

experience, such an emphasis on a single lifelong 

learning journey means that outcomes of education 

are evaluated in the context of the learner’s previous 

and subsequent learning experiences. Was it a 

natural progression from their previous learning 

experiences? Does it support their next step? 

Assessment is an iterative process, embedded in 

learning activities and providing a picture of the 

development of the learner over time, using the 

opportunities for recording, organising and presenting 

personal data offered by new technology. 

 

Scenario 2: Independent consumers 

 

Here, political expediency and public appetites 

for action have supported a rapid and concerted 

reconfiguration of the educational system by the 

state, changing state provision of education 

radically. Building on the early 21st century 

commitment to personalisation and choice, 

supported by the widespread belief in new 

models of education, the state has taken a much 

smaller role in delivery of education, making 

transparent many of the relationships and 

processes that were already in place in the early 

part of the century. 

There has been a move away from a national 

curriculum, assessment and inspection as a 

result of a rhetoric of freedom that encouraged teachers, schools and wider society to 

see the government as removing obstacles to “doing what you do best” and enabling 

them to set their own curricula and targets.  

The emphasis has been on the efficient use of public 

money, “tough medicine” and “cutting out the 

rotten wood”. The speed with which this 

reconfiguration has been accomplished has left little 

time for avoiding collateral damage. In particular, 

the educational landscape encountered after 

minimal state schooling is fragmented and 

incoherent: the changes may have been the result 

of an ideological push, but there is no unifying 

ideology to bring the diverse providers of education 

together in a common understanding of the goals of 

education. 

Learning is an individual  
responsibility, educational providers  
are suppliers responsible for ensuring 
quality of delivery 

Learning technologies take 
account of your past experience 
and present needs 

The learner has a clear understanding 
of their immediate needs 
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This results in a widespread conception of education as a short-term process, in which 

the locus of agency and responsibility for identifying areas of educational engagement 

rests entirely with the individual, who is thought of not as a point on a lifelong journey 

but as a bundle of present needs and requirements. 

Teachers as mentors still exist, but their role is 

broadly to help learners to find their own 

direction and to take responsibility for making 

their educational choices themselves, rather than 

to address wider issues of personal development 

or to equip them to evaluate their learning 

choices in the context of their educational career 

and future goals. A pedagogy of enquiry 

supposedly underlies this approach, in which 

learners are encouraged to ask themselves, 

“What do I need to learn? What am I interested 

in?” However, mentors frequently direct their 

efforts towards simply training learners to 

address only their short-term, immediate needs, 

looking for specific learning opportunities to overcome particular barriers, rather than 

fostering long-term dispositions or attitudes. The learner is the true motive force behind 

learning, and those who lack personal drive or motivation suffer6. 

One source of this drive and motivation is the 

family. The family group has become vital in 

providing support for learners, now that so much 

responsibility for their own progress has been 

devolved to them: not only do they help learners 

find motivation, but they also help learners to set 

their own learning directions, demand 

accountability and value for money from learning 

institutions, ensure funds exist to support access 

to learning activities and make sure that learners 

have time and space to work through their 

courses undisturbed. There is often less time 

available for play, or any activity that seems 

frivolous: the focus is on collecting qualifications. 

Learning is valorised as the pathway to success, 

with more time spent acquiring accreditation being equated to more success in life, and 

a direct relationship imagined between passing exams and having better jobs. 

                                           

6 Section 6 of the paper “The R&D, knowledge, innovation triangle: education and economic performance” 
by Derek Bosworth looks at the need to encourage self motivated learners. 
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/the-rd-knowledge-innovation-triangle-education-and-economic-
performance  

You are responsible for shaping your own 
curriculum and educational decisions 

Technology enables learners to tailor a 
wide variety of educational experiences 
around their own needs 
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The focus on the acquisition of accreditation 

has led to the separation of the process of 

evaluation from the learning processes that 

prepare learners for evaluation. Companies 

and institutions offer examinations and 

evaluation activities as standalone products, 

based on standardised pedagogies and 

curricula that enable learners to put their own 

learning plans together by combining off-the-

shelf packaged learning activities according to 

their perceived learning needs, before taking 

the final exam at their convenience (or when 

they can afford it). Bright learners or ones 

prepared to gamble might choose to prepare 

minimally for these standardised tests: well-resourced or more cautious learners might 

choose to invest more. Major employers and multinational companies prefer learners and 

employees to choose their own learning activities: this ensures standardisation of skills 

across the workforce, as well as a ready market for their course materials. For learners, 

using a recognised company’s learning materials provides reassurance, not just that the 

skills addressed are relevant to the company, but that they can expect a certain level of 

quality. Trusted brands have an advantage in a crowded and diverse marketplace. 

The translation of education into 
qualifications is critical for building a 
secure career and personal trajectory 
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The relationship between individuals and corporate entities has evolved, over the past 

few decades, into something more codified and managed than at the beginning of the 

century. As the ability of individuals to prevent their personal data becoming the 

property of organisations withered, it became clear that an external mechanism was 

needed to manage this exchange. People who attempted to keep their data from 

external organisations found their access and participation in society constrained: 

however, the organisations that benefitted most from this data proved themselves 

incapable of regulating this exchange fairly or effectively. It was left to the state to 

intervene with a personalised contract for individuals and the organisations they 

interacted with, ensuring that companies could run efficiently and offer appropriate 

services while individuals’ rights were protected. This approach towards managing 

people’s relationships with institutions and organisations grew in scope until the present 

day, when individuals find themselves at the heart of a lattice of affiliations and 

associations encompassing their work, interests, healthcare, family, leisure and 

consumption, all of which are articulated through contracts that manage and curtail the 

behaviour of groups and individuals. 

Hand-in-hand with this movement towards the 

management of people’s lives through personalised 

contractual agreements is a change in the role of the 

state. The political support for the devolution of 

power to local groups, coupled with the tendency for 

political debate to centre around single issues rather 

than ideological positions, has led to a shrinking of 

the state as people form and join associations and 

groups to address local needs rather than looking to 

government, which consequently has much less 

influence. Global mobility has increased and the need 

for people to tie their identity to their geographic location has lessened: instead, national 

affiliation is part of the contract individuals choose to make with the state, and attracting 

and retaining educated, talented, fertile and resourceful citizens is one of the challenges 

facing governments. This contractual citizenship, in which benefits and responsibilities 

are made explicit, is in tension with a legacy ideal of belonging to the UK as a 

geographically and culturally integrated territory7.  

The state’s role has been reconfigured as an enabling organisation, creating the 

conditions for individuals to affiliate themselves to particular sets of associations. It still 

provides basic security and physical welfare for its citizens, in particular attempting to 

police collectives that might threaten the body politic and ensuring that commitments to 

associations do not infringe on the distinctive role of the state. However, the traditional 

role of the police has in many cases been devolved to local associations, particularly in 

rural areas, and responsibility for the welfare of citizens is often claimed by spiritual and 

religious groups. Less challenged is the role of the state in providing and maintaining the 

technical and legal frameworks which allow contributions and benefits to be exchanged 

                                           

7 By creating personalised social contracts and supporting multiple contractual arrangements within the state 
framework, the UK’s unique selling point is that it allows individuals to operate successfully as global citizens. 

The idea of global citizens versus national identity is discussed in the paper “National Identities: are they 
declining?” by Denis Sindic. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/national-identities-are-they-declining  
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across multiple associations. These multiple associations offer alternatives to many of 

the offers of the state - welfare, identity, security - and as a result, the state is forced to 

behave more and more as ‘first association among equals’. 

Governance, registration and regulation of associations is a key role for the state, as well 

as ensuring the data systems and interoperability standards that allow free exchange. A 

strong logistical and economic argument supports the state’s regulation of individual 

data records, the ultimate motivation being to support the management of ‘citizenship 

deals’. These ‘citizenship deals’ are managed through personal data records, some 

aspects of which are managed and maintained by the individual but an official, 

accredited core of which is owned by the government. The state limits the capacity of 

associations to make use of this data, and individuals have power over how their data is 

presented to other individuals and associations. These requirements, and the need for 

personal records to interoperate with the many associations that exist, mean that 

managing access and ensuring data security are major technical problems. The state 

also manages a plethora of service-level referenda as well as national and regional 

elections, and supports the registration and regulation of associations8.  

Individuals achieve success through their own efforts and through participating in 

successful associations. Different models of association co-exist. Faith groups and 

secular values-based groups are particularly powerful because of their capacity to secure 

long-term loyalty and their experience in providing support services that acknowledge 

individual needs. Contributions and benefits in these communities tend not to be 

monetised, but they are painstakingly recorded to 

support the maintenance of reputation. Other 

associations are employment based, lifecourse and 

health based, locally based, and based around specific 

interests. Friendship networks, political parties, 

consumer groups and purely commercial organisations 

can all succeed in different ways. However, there is a 

clear distinction between associations that actively 

have to recruit their membership and those that are 

able to select members from a pool of willing 

participants, with some of the latter being extremely 

powerful and presenting high barriers to entry. 

There are individuals who opt out of all but the compulsory state contracts, preferring to 

rely on their own resources, and others who struggle to achieve membership of any 

associations that might significantly improve their situation in life. Local communities 

generally flourish, but in areas where high house prices exclude all but the very 

privileged, and conversely where families have little economic, social or educational 

capital and thus have little to contribute to the collective, the community contract fails. 

Managing one’s personal record and how this is manifested in various forms of public 

reputation is essential for survival. 

                                           

8 Olga Ververi in her paper “The Civil Society Project” looks at “active citizens” and discusses whether or not 
there needs to be such a shift from participation, as in this world, to one where this a change in how society 
develolps.  www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/the-civil-society-project  
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This local differentiation is reflected most vividly in the varying contributions 

communities make through taxation. Taxes are tightly linked to the areas for which they 

have been collected - taxpayers can expect their road tax contributions to fund only the 

maintenance of roads, for example. This, coupled with the devolution of public services 

to local associations, allows individuals and communities to opt in or out of particular 

aspects of state provision, and enables non-governmental associations to offer 

contributions-based deals. This capacity to opt out has weakened the basic provision, 

and those without means struggle to get by on this alone. The positive side of these 

arrangements is that the state is forced to make more personalised service contracts 

with individuals, and local/specialised providers flourish on the basis that they are better 

able to meet individual needs. 

These services might be provided directly by the work 

associations with which people may be affiliated. The 

groups offering access to these kinds of benefits are 

similar to traditional firms, employing people directly 

and providing access to healthcare or development 

opportunities focussing on learning or personal 

wellbeing. However, many people spend more time 

working in ad hoc groups of individuals who come 

together to offer complementary skills to meet the 

requirements of a particular project: this sort of work 

is often contracted out on a piecemeal, per-project 

basis, with a premium on delivering high quality in a 

short time-scale9. 

Many local economies flourish, and value can be kept within local communities through 

exchange clubs that provide a (digital) currency for exchange of goods and skills. 

Sometimes this is a positive choice taken by a highly resourced community: however, 

some communities lack the capacity to mobilise the goods and skills their members 

need. Domestic work and care work are valued, whether carried out in the home or in 

the wider community, because contributions to the health of individuals are translated 

into benefits by the state. These benefits are of limited transferability, and so this work 

remains relatively low in status. 

Managing different work contracts, deciding how to deploy personal time and talent on 

different kinds of work or juggling work inside and outside the home all require 

considerable personal organisation. Relationships with colleagues are often short-term 

and handled at a distance. Some communities invest in local work centres with dedicated 

wireless networks, where individuals can participate in online work while still enjoying 

real-world contact with others10. Online reputation and identity trumps qualification, so 

individuals also have to invest in updating their skills and their capacity to present those 

                                           

9 If you are interested in the meaning of work more generally, for example, why it is necessary, the paper “The 
meaning of work” by Stephen Overell will be relevant.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/the-meaning-of-work  

10 For a discussion around the likelihood that teleworking will be a more usual employment method see the 

paper by Alan Felstead: “Detaching work from place: charting the progress of change and its implications 
for learning“. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/detaching-work-from-place-charting-the-progress-of-

change-and-its-implications-for-learning  
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skills to potential employers and co-workers. Some choose instead to work at a very 

local level to sustain their communities. There are conflicts over work-life balance and 

the value of domestic and care work. 

These conflicts play out differently in different domestic contexts, and there are a variety 

of ways in which these contexts are configured. While families remain a key locus for 

sharing and accruing resources, caring and learning, and for defining the values and 

affiliations of members, definitions of ‘family’ are in flux. In some contexts the family 

acts as a unit, capable of receiving services and 

benefits and entering into contractual relations on 

behalf of its members. In other contexts families 

behave more like affiliations, with extended 

membership and loosely contractual elements. Such 

extended families may be global or local, kinship-based 

or (increasingly) friendship-based. Children are 

encouraged to build supportive peer networks, leading 

to conflict in some families about the extent to which 

these affiliations challenge kinship. ‘Absent presence’ is 

common as family members increasingly use the home 

as a physical base from which to manage virtual 

relationships.  

Regardless of the variety of ways in which families might be shaped, the home is 

regarded as the focus of state provision of entitlement. There is a basic entitlement to 

network access from the home and connectivity within the home, and the vast majority 

of homes incorporate ’smart’ technologies which enable devices to interoperate 

efficiently, save energy, and monitor occupants and environments. This offers the 

potential to diagnose health and care needs, to automate care within the home and even 

to support learning. The state sponsors smart infrastructure in poor households as part 

of its commitment to ensuring basic welfare provision: monitoring allows the state and 

other service providers to deliver appropriate care but also to ensure that individuals are 

meeting their contractual responsibilities to their own health and happiness. Families 

therefore place a premium on keeping members healthy. In general, the onus is on all 

individuals to keep healthy, as taking action to enhance one’s health status also gives 

access to services and benefits, and/or citizenship points that can be ’spent’ outside of 

service provision, as well as reducing insurance premiums11. 

The age of compulsory education has been lowered (the exact age varies from locale to 

locale but is around the early teens), and the age of full adulthood has been raised, in 

part due to the length of time required to establish the network of affiliations that 

support people through life (again, different service providers recognise different 

thresholds, but adulthood is generally reckoned to be reached by the mid-twenties). As a 

result, there is a long period in which young people have capital within the family and 

power relations are contested. This stage is culturally designated as a safe playground or 

extended adolescence, with an expectation that young people will continue to be 

                                           

11 For a discussion around life expectancy in general see the paper “Review of longevity trends to 2025 and 
beyond” by Kenneth Howse, this discusses the possibility of increased mortality, for example the “obesity 

epidemic”  as well as the likelihood of a healthier old age. 
 www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/review-of-longevity-trends-to-2025-and-beyond  
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supported to some degree by their families while they embark on the affiliations, work 

and care contributions that mark full adulthood. However, a system of state and 

community-funded mentors and a growing network of peer affiliations mean that young 

people can find their niche without relying exclusively on the support of their family. 

Because of the pressure to build a portfolio of capabilities and a strong public reputation, 

children have their leisure time organised by their parents around ‘valued’ activities such 

as sport, music, youth groups, volunteering and challenges in the outdoors. Once they 

are able to organise their own time, young people often react to this by engaging in 

consciously playful, trivial or individualistic pursuits. Risky and ‘anti-social’ behaviours 

are also common in this age range. In general, these behaviours - for example, extreme 

sports, or abuse of drugs and alcohol - are less a feature of full adulthood, as they are 

excluded from healthcare and health insurance, except for emergency care, and the 

costs of engaging in them both socially and financially are high. 

Less risky use of leisure time focuses on shopping, on non-economic forms of exchange, 

and on self-enhancement. Consumer power is mobilised - or perceived to be mobilised - 

through membership of clubs which give discounted access to goods and services, and 

other membership privileges. Shopping figures strongly as a source of pleasure and 

interaction with other consumers. There is a particular interest in leisure products that 

contribute to health, fitness and physical display, which help individuals to demonstrate 

their ‘fitness’ and capacity to contribute. Some hobbies and activities generate 

‘citizenship points’ which can be exchanged for shopping club benefits: these include 

volunteer care work, conservation, gardening, healthful activity, leading community 

groups and similar activities. 

Rules for sharing and managing knowledge continue to be in flux, with some 

organisations and individuals keeping valuable information private in order to leverage 

value. However, all communities and individuals make knowledge public in order to 

promote their reputation, and many find creative and original ways of doing so. There is 

therefore a plethora of entertaining, original and informative communication: the model 

is generally one of leveraging value (via reputation) from content rather than charging 

for content. 

 

Education 

Goals and outcomes 

The broad primary goal for education is to promote 

social sustainability, ensuring that the many different 

perspectives and priorities within society do not pull so 

strongly in different directions that the interrelated 

networks they constitute fall apart. Hand-in-hand with 

this, because the agents of this sustainability are 

individual people, is a second aim: to support the 

success of the individual in this lattice of associations 

and affiliations. There are many different definitions of 

success, varying from association to association: the 

generally-agreed-upon formulation is that education 
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helps people to ‘find their niche’, to establish for themselves roles in which they feel 

valued and capable and to answer the question “what can I contribute?” 

The focus of educators is directed towards fostering the skills and dispositions needed by 

individuals in such a context. Educated people are generally expected to be self-aware, 

skilled at managing their reputation and capable of juggling multiple roles, tasks and 

identities. Having an idea of how to be effective within a group is valuable: forming 

allegiances, managing conflicts, being noticed and valued and building social benefits are 

all essential skills. For themselves, learners need to become skilled at finding, managing 

and sharing information, comfortable moving between different contexts and situations, 

and to aspire to move beyond the thinking of a particular group.  

These features and goals of education are shaped by the nature of the society described 

above. Below, we present two different possibilities for education in this world. In one, 

the values of the world and the characteristics outlined above have led to an education 

system that is capable of sustaining itself and wider society in that form. In the other, 

these values and features have given rise to an education system that is unsustainable 

and must eventually lead to change. 

 

Scenario 3: Discovery 

 

Reflecting learners’ need to navigate between 

diverse groups and steer between various domains 

and contexts, a pedagogy of discovery and 

exploration underpins their learning experiences. 

Learners are encouraged to recognise that there 

are many communities in which they might 

participate, each with its own values, priorities, 

demands and focus, and to draw on a variety of 

these in constructing their course through 

education. They are supported in this by mentors, 

whose role is to guide learners around knowledge 

situated within a particular community and to help 

them access related communities. Mentors do not 

simply relay established practices or patterns of 

thought - learners are encouraged to challenge and debate the knowledge they 

encounter, developing new approaches and contributing to the community in which 

they’re participating. 

The role of mentor is valued highly, in part because of its resonance with the sense of 

collective responsibility for young people’s advancement that is current in society, but 

perhaps more through the experience people have of being mentors themselves, and of 

understanding the learning opportunities it offers and the value attached to the role by 

communities. Not only are they vital to the health of a particular domain or sector, 

building new membership for specific communities, but they also allow members of 

communities to be shown respect for the contributions they have made. The role can 

also act as a form of exchange between communities, with learners in one context often 

Education helps you to understand and 
develop your capacity to make 
distinctive and useful contributions 
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acting as mentors in a different context, making 

mentorship one way in which individuals can move 

between communities. 

This mentoring takes place in a range of different 

settings. There are core educational goals 

addressed in early life: physical and mental 

wellbeing, group dynamics, symbolic manipulation 

and media production are all included in the 

curriculum encountered in state education. 

Families might choose, if able, to supplement or 

enhance this state provision with more 

personalised learning services focussing on specific 

parts of their network, or on areas that will help 

them to access specific associations later in life.  

Local and regional colleges provide courses 

focused on local needs. Where a pressing 

requirement for local skills is felt - for example, in 

urban planning or energy solutions - courses are 

funded from taxation. Associations and employers 

provide lifelong learning opportunities, either 

directly or using local colleges as brokers. Colleges 

are strong centres for social learning, leisure 

learning and community cohesion. Open content 

and open virtual learning groups are widely 

available: associations make it their business to 

recommend, develop and evaluate particular 

learning experiences as a service to members. 

Elite universities provide research, innovation and 

knowledge resources. They are funded through 

innovation contracts for specific clients (state, 

commercial or third sector), through leveraging 

intellectual property, including mentoring materials, and through mentoring. Subject to 

global competition for intellectual assets, they must attract and retain international 

talent. Entry is on the basis of capacity to 

contribute to intellectual production, and the 

costs of teaching are borne by sponsoring 

associations, wealthy families and a small 

number of state or regional bursaries. Face-to-

face contact helps to define university as an elite 

experience, and alumni associations are among 

the more powerful interest groups in society. 

 As learners move between these different 

settings and groups, their interactions with and 

contributions to the various knowledge 

communities they encounter build a portfolio of 

capabilities and contributions that is recorded, 

authenticated and shared digitally. Underpinning 

Learning will help you to develop your 
reputation and your networks, provide 
access to multiple communities, and 
enable you to move between them 

Different curricula operate in different 
settings, you are encouraged to 
participate in multiple curricula and to 
reflect upon how knowledge, skills and 
values differ from place to place enable 
you to move between them 

Learning environments, organisations 
and individuals are networked in ways 
that allow easy movement of 
information and people across  
different communities and settings 
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this are software systems supporting a large degree of interoperability, and there are a 

range of tools for managing and presenting, modelling and making sense of this data. In 

part through the use of these tools, learners acquire many skills around management of 

the portfolio itself, including self-review and analysis, planning, reflection, self-

presentation and management of reputation12. 

This aggregation of data around learners’ activities, 

habits, dispositions and behaviours is useful to the 

state and to families as a mechanism for ensuring 

accountability for the quality of learning. More 

immediately, they offer a fixed and continuous 

object of assessment, remaining associated with 

individual learners as they engage with different 

communities in different settings, and offering a 

narrative of their learning experiences that 

includes the contributions made to different 

communities, feedback and reviews from peers, 

mentors and community members and an 

authentic record of an individual’s attributes, 

interests and talents. 

 

Scenario 4: Diagnosis 

 

As the mark of a strong and thriving association or 

community becomes increasingly seen to be not the 

degree to which it supports and encourages 

exchange with other groups, but the services and 

opportunities it is able to provide for members within 

the group, so people have become accustomed to 

looking within their existing networks for support and 

development, rather than towards new communities. 

A shift has occurred as a result, from individuals 

using community membership to address their needs 

to communities being in a position to shape the 

contours of their members’ lives. People make less 

effort maintaining their wider networks and 

affiliations, and focus more on ensuring that they 

succeed within a limited set of associations: consequently, they have fewer alternatives 

and the need to invest their energy in supporting their chosen associations is greater. 

Making sure that they are equipped with the skills and dispositions that would most 

benefit the community is one way of providing this support. 

                                           

12 For a discussion around generic skills such as planning, and their increasing importance, see the paper:  

“The growing importance of generic skills” by Francis Green.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/the-growing-importance-of-generic-skills  

You are defined by the different 
distinctive contributions you can make 
to different activities, communities 
and organizations 

You are defined by the skills and 
abilities you have been identified 
as having at a young age 
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Individuals increasingly link their learning 

requirements to the requirements of particular 

organisations, which have consequently taken on 

more and more responsibility for providing 

educational opportunities that are likely to fulfil 

these requirements: as demand for education 

provided through specific commercial or third-

sector organisations increases, state provision is 

weakened, and these organisations find 

themselves in a position to base their learning 

offerings on a pedagogy of diagnosis, identifying 

learners’ talents and strengths that are of most 

benefit to the organisation and concentrating on 

developing these to their full extent. Learners are 

given, rather than discover, their niche13. 

Diagnosis of an individual’s likely skills or 

competencies occurs at an early stage in life, through 

their first educational institutions: affiliated private 

schools for those who can afford them or digital 

content and distance tuition for those who are not in 

such a position. There has been a rise in specialist and 

faith-based education as families take the opportunity 

to ensure that their values and interests are 

reproduced. State provision is seen as a last resort. 

People who demonstrate exceptional ability in areas 

that are desirable to a particular organisation might 

find themselves actively recruited. Strengths and 

potential are used by teachers to match learners to 

needed roles within the organisation.  

These are then enhanced through personalised 

learning experiences, which continue throughout an 

individual’s relationship with that organisation, into 

their working life and beyond, with in-house 

universities and research departments. If the specific 

skills being fostered are no longer thought of as 

particularly relevant to an organisation, a learner 

might be offered the opportunity to change track, 

though this is not always possible, and not every 

learner reaches adulthood as fitted for their niche as 

they had been led to expect. 

Those being supported to learn leadership and 

communication skills are least likely to be troubled 

                                           

13 For a discussion around one method in ensuring that young people find education meaningful, rather than 

merely being given their “niche” read Kyoko Murakami’s paper: “Re-imagining the future: Young people’s 
construction of identities through digital storytelling” www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/re-imagining-the-

future-young-peoples-construction-of-identities-through-digital-storytelling  

Learning will help you to take on your 
role in the organization, meet your 
responsibilities and fulfil your contract 

Education is about organizations 
diagnosing learners’ pre-existing 
strengths and determining where 
they will fit in future 

The curriculum is personalised 
from an early age to exploit and 
develop your existing strengths 
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by this, as these are seen as more general skills that are widely applicable: organisations 

offering these courses are able to choose from a wide pool of applicants due to the high 

level of competition. The rhetoric of personalisation and learning ’styles’ masks a strong 

stratification from an early age, with little opportunity for learners to explore other 

avenues of development. Individualised assessment 

allows organisations to track the progress of learners 

towards their objective, and to see how closely 

aligned with the current goals of the organisation 

their progress is14. 

The means used to evaluate and measure this 

progress differ from organisation to organisation: this 

diversity of assessment means that there is no 

common currency of accreditation, and a new ‘old 

boy’ network has arisen in which learners and their 

learning are valued through association with 

particular institutions. For those without such 

connections, personal self-presentation skills are the 

key to advancement. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

14 In the paper “Developing expertise - moving beyond a focus on workplace competence, assessment 
and qualifications” by Alan Brown there is a discussion around assessment in the workplace and how that may 

impact individual performance and company structure. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/developing-
expertise-moving-beyond-a-focus-on-workplace-competence-assessment-and-qualifications  

Technologies are used intensively 
to identify individual strengths and 
weaknesses 
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Widespread awareness and recognition of the increased pressure on natural resources 

such as water, clean air and productive land has led to a change in the way mainstream 

society talks about them, with most people now thinking of them as finite common 

goods shared by all. Having such concrete examples of common goods, coupled with a 

wave of industry nationalisations in the early part of the 21st Century, has supported a  

renewed sense of the public sphere and a reinvigorated civil society. Central to the 

evolution and maintenance of this newly strengthened social space are the various 

network technologies supporting communication between people. Not only do they 

facilitate on a practical level the exchanges and conversations that constitute this new 

civil society, but the rhetoric of the early “world-wide web” established a discourse of 

egalitarian collaboration and democratic activism that was able to take root in the 

reconfigured post-recession social landscape15. 

This web-inspired remoulding of civil society differs 

from traditional formulations in a number of 

important regards. Developments in network and 

communications technology have lessened the need 

for social action to take place within formal 

organisations and groups - people are able to speak, 

act and mobilise others more fluidly and responsively 

without necessarily needing the support of a 

particular organisational structure16. Following this, 

there is less of an expectation that groups will 

achieve particular aims in isolation. At the same time, 

the complexity of the problems facing society in the 2010s and 2020s are such that 

interdisciplinary and cross-sectoral working is increasingly seen as the only way to 

generate new and appropriate strategies for change. Working within disciplines or 

sectors, or restricting your resources only to people within your immediate vicinity or 

workplace, is increasingly seen as an old-fashioned and unproductive way to do 

business. As a result, public action is seen as achievable only through the 

interdependent action of individuals working across diverse settings. 

This requires a certain conception of citizenship within wider society. People have begun 

to consider themselves and each other as custodians, sharing a responsibility towards 

keeping the public space - environment, governance, infrastructure - healthy and 

resilient, through demanding and monitoring accountability from their local and national 

representatives, participating in democratic processes, and, most importantly, 

recognizing the importance of taking action themselves. This is not as taxing as it 

sounds: no single individual is expected to make a difference on their own (though there 

are a few remarkable people who do). Instead, aims are achieved through the 

cumulative effect of many small contributions - ten minutes asking for signatures online 

                                           

15 Various networks to support people may not just be systems for work or education, the role of games in 
forming and supporting groups could be considered - for a discussion see the section “Virtual forms of 

collective experience” in Eva Vass’ paper “New technology and habits of mind“. 
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/new-technology-and-habits-of-mind  

16 Another discussion around the role and formation of groups is in Sarah Riley’s paper on youth cultures, 

“Identity, community and selfhood: understanding the self in relation to contemporary youth cultures“. 
The neo-tribal theory suggests why youth groups are seen as acting against the dominant adult society.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/identity-community-and-selfhood-understanding-the-self-in-relation-to-
contemporary-youth-cultures  
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from one person, a few pounds towards a charity’s administrative costs from another. 

There is an expectation that any task be shared, whether by a few people addressing a 

local issue or a federation of national charities: any positive action is understood to be 

the result of lots of people working together, with any credit and recognition derived 

from this collective action being spread around the group rather than accruing to any 

particular individual. The important thing is to do your bit, however small it might be, 

rather than seek recognition for your efforts. 

Leaving recognition to the group, rather than claiming it as an individual, might have 

been seen as unreasonably selfless only a couple of decades ago at the start of the 21st 

century. Similarly, shouldering the burden of personal responsibility for real action, 

rather than imagining the responsibility to be someone else’s, might have been seen as 

impossibly worthy. However, both of these are made possible through the redefinition of 

individual identity that has taken place over the preceding years that makes the idea of 

a discrete and separate identity harder to sustain. For example, as people got more used 

to computers and networks taking on tasks (such as managing contacts or remembering 

information) that they would previously have done, as hundreds or thousands of people 

were seen to be involved in the production of everything from material objects to 

computer programmes, as individuals became used to being connected to friends, 

family, workplaces and communities wherever they were, so the idea of the ’separate’ 

individual became harder to sustain.  A person’s thinking and actions were seen to be 

intimately tied up with machines and other people. 

People are still individuals, of course, with their own 

names and needs and idiosyncrasies: the difference 

is that everyone understands how impossible it is to 

assign recognition for particular individual 

achievements when they depend so much on other 

people’s ideas and actions. This notion of 

interdependence runs deep throughout society, 

meaning that people have more of a sense that they 

benefit when wider society benefits, and when people 

feel some responsibility to act in the interest of wider 

society, they are unlikely to imagine that they will be 

acting alone. 

With this sense of public obligation comes a wider appetite for consideration of moral 

and ethical issues. Rather than being seen as distorting what ought to be a secular 

space, the public discussion of many areas of human experience previously thought of as 

private moral issues is considered the mark of a properly responsible society. The 

emphasis on interdependence and the recognition of other people that is seen 

throughout civil society has a resonance with religious notions of common fellowship, 

and fundamentally the public sphere is no longer regarded as a place defined by its 

freedom from religious or moral perspectives. Equally, it is not a place where these 

perspectives are accorded any special privilege or exemption from the collective 

responsibility to maintain strong public institutions and shared values. Religious beliefs 

are no reason to opt out of making a contribution. 

More generally, difference is recognised and even celebrated as a source of 

understanding and perspective, but, as in the case of religion, not privileged: the 

obligation to consider the interests of wider society before the interests of a particular 
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group applies without exception. For some groups this might feel, from time to time, like 

an imposition, but in general people see that imposing this obligation equally is the only 

condition under which people can be expected to contribute to the wider good. The 

preferred approach is to minimise points of conflict between the aims and needs of 

particular groups and the wider needs of society: with the weakening of associational 

thinking and allegiances to particular groups, the increased awareness of the 

interdependence of human action and the greater place of ethics and morals within the 

public sphere, these flashpoints occur far less frequently than in the past. 

Where they do occur, it is the responsibility of the 

state to resolve them. In general, the state’s primary 

role is to maintain civil society. This duty is discharged 

in part through resolving tensions, but for the most 

part the state’s focus is on achieving this aim through 

creating a strong civic culture of active engagement in 

public life17. The ‘tragedy of the commons’ - the failure 

of people to work to preserve common goods when 

this is counter to their short-term individual interests - 

is the biggest threat faced by the state, and it works 

to combat this tendency on a number of fronts. Where 

necessary, the state regulates group and individual 

behaviour, legislating to ensure that long-term societal interests are prioritised. It 

promotes interdependence between groups and fosters permeable community 

boundaries, attempting to lessen the identification people might feel with one particular 

group, helping them to move between groups, and encouraging them to look beyond 

individual or community interest to the broader interests of society. Where inter-

relationships between groups don’t exist, or connections aren’t present, the state 

provides opportunities for these to grow: its aim is to nurture an ecology of mutually 

interdependent groups and individuals. These aims require it to maintain a public space 

for a genuine national conversation and interaction between different groups and 

sections of society, with the state taking an active role in ensuring that no single voice 

distorts this space, including its own. Its role is only possible if people trust it to maintain 

this space - a modest and sufficient voice, as opposed to a stridently political voice, goes 

some way towards this, but more formal mechanisms of accountability and transparency 

are still crucial. 

Another source of legitimacy for the state is gained through devolving aspects of 

governance to local authorities and town halls on the principle of subsidiarity, ensuring 

that services are provided at the most appropriate level: local functions and services, 

such as maintaining public spaces, child and elder care, rubbish collection or community 

policing, are managed, funded, overseen and in some cases carried out by 

representative local government groups comprised of local residents. Participation in 

these groups is seen as an important social contribution and worth the effort needed to 

find time to contribute in this way. There are many socially useful tasks of this nature 

available, and many are undertaken by those in receipt of a state-issued benefit paid to 

the active retired and those who are currently not in paid employment. Participation in 

                                           

17 There is a discussion around the possibility of a devolved collective set of leaders - the “Great Group”, in 

Penny Tamkin’s paper “In search of leadership“. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/in-search-of-leadership  
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these groups is also a way of ensuring accountability at a local level: the state has 

trusted local people to monitor and service local needs using government resources and 

working within a national framework, and this requires genuine oversight at a local level. 

In practice, service provision is often provided by non-governmental and third sector 

organisations18. 

In order to support this state benefit and the 

administrative burden of devolved service provision, 

levels of personal taxation as a proportion of 

personal income have risen, when compared to 

levels a few decades ago. In part, tolerance for 

higher taxation reflects the degree to which 

arguments for greater commitment to civil society 

have been successful. Additionally, the effects of 

this taxation can be seen at a local level, as they 

enable people to undertake their civic functions, 

making it easier for people to view taxation as a 

means of supporting their work, rather than a way 

of paying other people to do the difficult jobs. There is a greater emphasis on the 

capacity of work to support direct improvements in the quality of life, as opposed to 

indirect support through remuneration. The notion of the ‘triple bottom-line’ that gained 

currency in the early years of the twenty-first century has led to a re-evaluation of the 

ways in which a company’s success might be measured, emphasising the responsibility 

of all firms to consider themselves as connected to the whole of society rather than 

being isolated, and consequently to consider ‘profit’ as the positive economic and social 

impacts of its activities, rather than merely its internal fiscal surplus. Similarly, for 

individuals, ’success’ is seen now in terms of the quality of life they are able to enjoy, 

rather than the size of their bank balance19 or the number of houses they own: the 

fashion for less conspicuous consumption that began in the wake of the global recession 

in the early part of the 21st Century, coupled with the constraints imposed by new 

international legislation on carbon emissions and other environmental regulation, has 

supported this. 

What this means in practical terms for employees is that they can expect their employer 

to recompense them in other ways than the purely financial. This might take different 

forms. In its most straightforward guise, many firms offer perks to employees that 

recognise the other parts of their life: discounts with local businesses, flexible working 

opportunities, job sharing - and offer these as defaults, rather than discretionary 

rewards. Support for employees’ health and wellbeing is widely provided through well-

designed work environments and allowances for wellbeing or healthcare purchases, 

motivated again through a recognition of the positive impact this has both for the 

                                           

18 Structuring this is not straightforward, as Heike Doering points out in “Communities and citizenship: paths 
for engagement?“, being included in the discussion is not the same as being involved in decision making - 

which leads to a feeling of disillusionment rather than empowerment. 
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/communities-and-citizenship-paths-for-engagement  

19 The idea that high incomes correlate to happiness is unproven, happiness is more likely to equate to 
belonging to groups, socialising with friends and family, and having the freedom to choose leisure activities 

(see Nattavudh Powdthavee’s paper “Happiness and well-being“). In this world there seems to be a strong 

link between happiness and success. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/happiness-and-well-being  
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employees and for society as a whole. At a deeper level, employees are recognised as 

full moral individuals, more than a brain or a pair of hands for hire, and employers 

acknowledge the values held by the workforce through supporting projects and causes 

that are aligned with the priorities of their employees, and by doing business in a way 

commensurate with the overriding ethical sensibilities. 

The fundamental development in the culture of the workplace since the early years of 

the century has been to recast the relationship between employer and employee in a 

way that recognises that what is good for one is good for the other and good for society: 

that is, it is in the interest of employers to ensure that employees are in a position to 

contribute to society as well as its own endeavours. Indeed, in the widest sense, 

contributing to society is the company’s endeavour, as it is for employees. Rather than 

trying to limit employees’ interactions with other communities, then, responsible 

employers are those who support links into and out of the workplace, not only to 

wellbeing sites such as gyms and health clubs, but also to professional organisations and 

other companies. The past twenty years have seen an explosive growth in the number of 

in-kind relationships and partnerships between firms, enabling skills exchanges and 

internships between different companies and across sectors. Flexible working enables 

employees and companies to negotiate time shared between the two, perhaps for one 

company to share expertise in a particular area, or for an employee to gain exposure to 

knowledge not currently found in their present company. Employees benefit from 

increased opportunity in the workplace, through enlarged networks and greater skill 

sets, while companies benefit as they are seen to be committed to principles of 

interdependence, innovation and lifelong learning. By now, someone’s learning history is 

not seen as something separate from their CV. 

To enable this change of attitude, management structures have had to shift focus 

towards fostering a fluid working population, ensuring that working communities of 

practice are porous and permeable and allowing movement between them. This has only 

been possible through a cultural shift within industry, particularly within IT departments, 

as the rhetoric of control and access is replaced by facilitation and openness. As 

employees become more mobile, personal ICT equipment travels with them, and as 

information moves between companies, open standards become more important. 

Working across different platforms in different locations has pushed businesses to 

reconsider long-entrenched attitudes towards knowledge that saw it as valuable only as 

long as it remained within the company: new licences enable firms to share intellectual 

property while remaining in a position to extract value from it20. Moving the greater part 

of the responsibility for network security and intellectual property management onto the 

shoulders of employees is part of this settlement: in the same way in which a certain 

minimal level of literacy in computer-mediated communication approaches is necessary 

for entry into the workplace, a basic level of awareness of the risks attendant on the use 

of network technology and a knowledge of web hygiene is a pre-requisite for being 

trusted to participate in this flexible and fluid landscape. 

                                           

20 For a discussion around how information communication technology may change the way we work see the 

paper “Information and communication technology, work and employment” by Matthew Dixon; will the 
cost implications affect the community (are some more equal than others?) 
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/information-and-communication-technology-work-and-employment  
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This change of attitude towards knowledge and technology can be perceived within the 

media and leisure industries, with the same tensions between trust and control playing 

out over the past few decades. Producers and publishers have for the most part 

recognised that the principles of interdependence and public good are best served not by 

trying to restrict and limit the ways in which information (in this case music, film, 

electronic artworks) can be accessed, but by enabling it to move across different groups 

without restriction. For artists, the highest recognition possible today is to encounter 

their work preserved as they originally conceived it, although work that inspires others 

to use it as source material for their own work is acknowledged to make more of a 

contribution to cultural life21. “Broadcast” events make up a minority of the media 

environment (the term “broadcast” refers now to any cultural experience in which the 

relationship between producer and consumer is one-way with no interaction: the notion 

that a media experience might be limited to a particular time was already quaint by the 

year 2010 and has no currency today at all). The majority of media is thought of as 

participatory - though that description says nothing about the level of engagement of the 

audience - and producers expect that their work will be completed by the collective 

action of their audience, experiencing their work as one part of a larger media stream in 

which they navigate between different interest groups and enthusiasms22. This 

patchwork environment is in part the result of the new economics of media, with 

producers and publishers having to spread their work across many different platforms 

and contexts in order to fund their work, and consumers paying small amounts for each 

mode of engagement they desire. Everyone pays for the right to generate and distribute 

content: the line between “producer” and “consumer” has been considerably blurred in 

the past few years. 

A similar blurring of boundaries has taken place within the family. Legislative changes 

and developments in the biological sciences have shaken the traditionally prominent 

position of the heterosexual couple caring for their biological children and ushered in a 

landscape where family ties are seen as being as much negotiated as they are inherited. 

Within society as a whole, there was little appetite for the preservation of “the nuclear 

family” as traditionally understood, given the move away from emphasising allegiances 

to particular groups, and plenty of support for encouraging the boundaries of this 

particular form of community to become as porous and flexible as those of other forms. 

As a consequence, supported by people’s general understanding that society’s business 

is their business, many of the roles traditionally located within families are now situated 

within society as a whole, and the protection of vulnerable family members, or the care 

of those unable to care for themselves, are responsibilities shared amongst local 

communities and the wider public.  Families are still as much a site of love and support, 

suffering and insecurity as they have ever been: today, though, they are only one site of 

many, and easier to configure in ways that allow people to flourish. 

 

                                           

21 This idea of the common good goes against the idea of intellectual property rights described in the “Quick 
review paper on work and employment” by Rob Wilson and Lynn Gambin. 

22 Briony Greenhill in her paper “The digital landscape and new education providers” looks at social software for 
example as a means of creating and sharing knowledge as a group and discusses whether there is likely to be 
a trend to peer produced learning media. 
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Education 

Goals and outcomes 

The primary goal of education is to strengthen the 

public sphere, by fostering and developing 

dispositions and habits of mind that encourage 

individuals to value interdependence and recognise 

the impact of their actions beyond their immediate 

context. An essential component of this is supporting 

people’s capacity to apprehend other perspectives 

beyond those that they are familiar with, giving them 

a better chance of being able to work in a truly 

interdependent way23. 

A further essential aim for education is to prepare people for mobility, to encourage 

them to find stability and security outside a fixed locale or long-established way of being. 

Having a society that depends on there being few barriers to movement between 

different groups requires that people feel able to make the best use of these permeable 

boundaries, and are capable of recognising the benefits of doing so. These aims are 

reached through an effort within education to build shared values and spaces for 

collaboration, within which discussion across different learning communities is possible 

and accessible. 

These interactions are not limited to formal learning arenas but are extended to 

encompass working and civil life experiences, with no upper age limit on contributions. 

Participation in these spaces is not expected to come to an end at the same time as 

school attendance does24.  

These features and goals of education are shaped by the nature of the society described 

above. Below, we present two different possibilities for education in this world. In one, 

the values of the world and the characteristics outlined above have led to an education 

system that is capable of sustaining itself and wider society in that form. In the other, 

these values and features have given rise to an education system that is unsustainable 

and must eventually lead to change. 

 

                                           

23 For a discussion on how Computer Mediated Communication (CMC) can be used to support this communal 

future see the paper by David Studdert: “Community and CMC: the virtual absence of online communal 
being-ness” www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/community-and-cmc-the-virtual-absence-of-online-

communal-being-ness  

24 Victoria Carrington and Jackie Marsh in their paper “Forms of literacy” look at the types of literacy that will 
be expected in the future - including the shift as a result of new technologies; of particular interest is the 
section on social spaces. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/forms-of-literacy  
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Scenario 5: Integrated experience 

 

A pedagogy of authenticity runs throughout 

education, with a general expectation on the part of 

learners that the behaviours and practices they 

encounter in a learning context are genuinely rooted 

in practices outside that context. This is supported by 

the ease with which learners can move between 

contexts: now that the traditional division between 

“education” and “real life” has been blurred, and 

learning is understood and expected to be a 

fundamental part of any endeavour, there are more 

opportunities for learners to compare their learning 

with their experiences in other contexts. Just as 

learning is understood to be an element of all areas 

of experience, so too are those areas of experience 

to be found within educational settings - the 

movement is reciprocal and equal, rather than being based on an uneven notion of 

education as lacking real-world input and needing to be made “relevant”. 

This shift has reconfigured the relationship between teacher and learner in ways that 

better foreground the democratic principles education strives to exemplify. The role of 

teacher is still crucial in supporting and stretching learners in order to make the most of 

their abilities, in modelling constructive behaviour and in guiding learners and helping 

them flourish. But the sources of teacher authority have changed. 

For one thing, learners are likely to encounter a 

wider range of people in a teacher role than 

previously: in keeping with the principles that 

ensure that communities allow easy movement 

between them, learners are not necessarily tied or 

affiliated to a single learning institution, often 

spreading the time they spend learning amongst 

several institutions, making use of particular 

facilities at one, engaging with a particular area of 

expertise at another, or participating in a culture 

unfamiliar to them. This means individual 

teachers might be less likely to spend time with 

particular learners, and certainly learners 

encounter a wider range of teaching approaches 

than in previous generations25. For another, as 

the boundaries between knowledge domains and 

                                           

25 Examples of varying future teaching approaches can be found in the paper “Technology and embodiment: 
relationships and implications for knowledge, creativity and communication” by Sara Price and her 
colleagues; they suggest two scenarios for how technology will influence educational practice, embedded 
experiences and shared interfaces. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/technology-and-embodiment-
relationships-and-implications-for-knowledge-creativity-and-communication  
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academic disciplines have become more porous - a consequence of the movement 

toward interdisciplinary working - that part of a teacher’s authority that derived from 

their position as a representative of a particular discipline has waned. And teachers’ 

claims about the relevance (or otherwise) of particular learning behaviours can be 

verified or challenged by learners’ other experiences: “you’ll need this for your exam” is 

a sentence that doesn’t have to be taken on trust, as it used to. 

Of course, the traditional examination has also 

changed, perhaps more than the role of teacher. The 

emphasis on authenticity in learning has challenged 

the role of the examination in evaluating and 

assessing learning. More critically, the importance 

placed on collective, rather than individual, action in 

the wider world, has made it essential for new forms 

of assessment that focus on the group as the unit of 

evaluation. Learners generally receive accreditation 

that reflects the level their group achieved through 

delivering a project of one sort or another, rather 

than receiving a personal grade that reflects their 

own individual performance on a specific day. This 

approach is generally felt to be more in keeping with 

the ethos educators generally wish to support, does away with many of the curricular 

constraints that were associated with the individualistic forms of assessment prevalent in 

the early part of the century, and is closer to the ways in which the majority of people 

generally find themselves being asked to work. 

Still, the system is open to abuse by freeloaders, and can be difficult for some to work 

within, particularly those who feel most keenly the lack of individual recognition, or 

whose inability to collaborate well renders their other abilities invisible. While levels of 

student resistance to this approach are considerably reduced from the early days of its 

introduction, there are still some learners who prefer to study with providers who offer 

individual accreditation, and are prepared to pay for it. These individual certificates are 

not so much an aid to finding employment - employers would rather see evidence of 

group achievement - as they are a form of personal validation for those who feel 

unrepresented by the mainstream approach, and are seen by some more as evidence of 

vanity than of achievement. Now that education and learning no longer have a cut-off 

point in the form of a single final qualification, 

particular qualifications matter less than an 

individual’s general learning career. 

This reflects a radical shift in public perceptions, a 

move away from seeing education as a finite 

occupation that is completed with a final 

examination, towards thinking of education as 

collaborative and contextual open-ended process 

that continues throughout life. This new view sees 

education as everyone’s business, and as integrated 

into all areas of work, leisure and personal life. 

Education can no longer be seen simply as the ‘place 

where society gets fixed’ or as the means by which 

The curriculum is developed around 
the demands of the public sphere 
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to shape individuals at the start of their lives. Instead, education is seen as a continuous 

element of everything that people do. This changed perspective was only able to gain 

wider public support once older generations had had the experience of substantial 

commitment from industry and government to lifelong learning in the second decade of 

the century. 

 

Scenario 6: Service and citizenship 

 

Education is considered to have a major role to play in maintaining and supporting civil 

society. But the permeability of group boundaries and interdependence between groups 

that characterise much of wider society has not been reproduced within education. 

Instead, education’s role is seen as helping learners meet the needs of particular groups 

and sectors, rather than the needs of society as a whole. Learning experiences are 

informed by a pedagogy of service in which the importance of the community or group is 

emphasised over the individual learner or civil society, and education’s purpose is to 

ensure that these groups have access to the skills and qualities they require. 

Consequently, the notion of a positive civic mindset 

is an ideal that few reach. Instead, people focus 

rather on their place within each group they identify 

with, and although the rhetoric of communal values 

remains, the reality is that people’s various 

community memberships are more meaningful to 

them than any notion of being a part of wider civil 

society. This, naturally, is a threat to the health of 

the public sphere, and the state has had to 

intervene, legislating for (that is, compelling) the 

teaching of citizenship information, rather than 

enabling people to develop first-hand experience of 

lived citizenship. Such teaching begins to weaken 

the notion of personal responsibility for action in 

support of wider society still further. 

As a sector, then, education has become more 

distinct from other areas of people’s lives, such as 

their work or family. It addresses two different 

societal priorities. At one extreme, it acts as the 

primary site for the formal teaching of citizenship 

information, the discussion of the relationship 

between an individual and wider society, the 

articulation of the responsibilities and obligations 

towards society that might fall to individuals, and 

the emphasis of the value of thinking and acting 

communally (and the more these topics are 

considered the proper subject of education, the less 

frequently they arise in the wider world). At the 

other extreme, it has a practical duty to fit learners 

Education is a process of learning 
about the skills, competencies and 
roles that individuals play in the 
‘real world’ 
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for the roles demanded of them by the various communities they belong to, ensuring 

that there are opportunities for individuals to fit themselves with the skills required to 

enable them to contribute to each group26. There is a tension generated by these two 

roles: on the one hand, learners are encouraged to imagine that they ought to prioritise 

the needs of wider society, and on the other, it is made clear to learners that their 

priority is the specific community or group whose needs are being met by acquiring a 

particular skillset. This is a contradiction most people find easy to live with: although lip 

service is paid to the social contract and the responsibility shared by everyone towards 

maintaining a healthy civil society, in reality it is 

more urgent to ensure that people are in a position 

to contribute to the group. Either way, learners are 

left in no doubt that they should consider 

themselves to be in service to a collective entity 

greater than the individual. 

Education is itself in the service of the learner and 

their communities, and the sector is expected to 

provide support for both throughout their lives. 

There are a variety of different knowledge domains 

and communities, each of which has its own 

curricula, formal and informal, and while in the 

professional world outside education, these areas 

might have cause to overlap and inform each other 

from time to time, when acquiring the skills and behaviours necessary for entry into 

these domains and communities, learners expect to encounter the relevant bodies of 

knowledge and practice in isolation. In part this is a consequence of imagining education 

to be in the service of the different elements that comprise society, and having to 

respond to their priorities singly rather than coherently: however, it also reflects the lack 

of capacity within many educational institutions to support working across domains or 

disciplines. As a result, learners have come to think of knowledge not as something that 

is developed through practice, but as something that can be acquired prior to practice: 

before a new skill can be employed, an individual must first have the necessary 

knowledge delivered to them through some sort of educational intervention. Learning is 

increasingly seen as something that happens outside usual social contexts, something 

that should be there and provide necessary input when necessary for employment, work 

or wellbeing support, but which in the ordinary course of things is not particularly 

relevant27. 

                                           

26 This forcing into a role is opposed by Jenny Bimrose’s paper “Careers guidance, identity and 
development“, which looks at the role of career guidance in 2025 and beyond. It is an interesting discussion of 
why such support benefits the individual and the community.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/careers-guidance-identity-and-development  

27 This argument ignores the idea that we need to learn how to learn. For a discussion on this see the Steven 

Higgins paper “Learning to learn“. www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/learning-to-learn  
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The role of the teacher has become fundamental to 

learning, although changed subtly from more 

traditional conceptions, and embodying the tension 

between social aspiration and demand-led provision 

of skills that sits at the heart of education. For early 

years instruction, where the curriculum spends much 

more time focussed on state-mandated explorations 

of citizenship and social responsibility, teachers have 

a role to play in fostering a social and moral 

conscience, encouraging learners to see themselves 

as members of a group and to direct their energies 

towards the success of the group. In instances where 

the teacher’s role was historically largely instruction, 

they have a greatly reduced part to play. The notion 

that knowledge can simply be acquired, combined with the rise of the amateur content 

producer, has meant that for some specific skills and behaviours, it is easier for learners 

to engage with other practitioners, through video instruction and communication forums, 

than it is to find and access a specialist teacher or coach. 

The notion that knowledge can simply be acquired, combined with the rise of the 

amateur content producer, has meant that for some specific skills and behaviours, it is 

easier for learners to engage with other practitioners, through video instruction and 

communication forums, than it is to find and access a specialist teacher or coach. 

For other areas of expertise, particularly those that 

require learners to engage with a professional ethos 

or culture, teachers still have a role, though their 

authority is entirely connected with their domain-

specific knowledge, and they tend to be closer in 

spirit to what was traditionally thought of as a 

consultant, facilitator, coach or trainer than to the 

old-fashioned idea of a pedagogue. Nevertheless, 

when there is a need for a teacher, their role is to 

deliver knowledge to learners, whether in a 

classroom, training room or from another time zone, 

for a limited period culminating in a formal, 

individual assessment28. 

This document has been commissioned as part of 

the UK Department for Children, Schools and Families’ Beyond Current Horizons project, 

led by Futurelab. The views expressed do not represent the policy of any Government or 

organisation, and do not make any predictions about future events. For more 

information see http://www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/  

                                           

28 For another perspective on the purpose of education see the paper by Kathryn Ecclestone and Dennis Hayes 

“Affect: knowledge, communication, creativity and emotion“. This looks at the role of education in 
emotional well being rather than the acquisition of knowledge.  
www.beyondcurrenthorizons.org.uk/affect-knowledge-communication-creativity-and-emotion  
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